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About This Game

"Portals... found buried on Earth. Who made them? We know not. Now we humble humans use them to travel to the stars."

Introduction

We have a new mission for you. Planet: Gliese 581 g. Tests indicate relative safety. Space suit will be required. Gravity 0.15g.
You will find oxygen bubbles in the atmosphere.

Beware of the fauna, stay alive and find a portal to come back for fame and glory!

Modifying the game

You can create new levels for the game or modify the existing ones and share with your friends. See the file MODIFY.html
included with the game.
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Fun game well and truly worth it's asking price!

It's XCOM that has traded away the pesky base management for more in depth soldier classes and loot!

You choose your team of 6 soldiers, out of a whopping 12 character classes, and exterminate varied aliens that are boarding
your enormous battleship.
Each of the classes are very different, ranging from rocket launcher toting fellas in heavy armour, to sword wielding ninjas,
cyborgs and even a pair of magic (psychic) users. Lots of synergy between classes, lots of abilities, lots of combos.
Add to that, RPG styled levelling up and gear.
There is a shop that sells you weapons, armour and mods (in-game currency only, there is NO premium currency). You can also
acquire gear at the end of each mission.

One of my favourite features is that swapping between characters is seamless. In between missions you can swap out one of
your 6 people for another class - all experience and gear from the swapped character is transferred.
Meaning, no more grinding for hours if you wish to use a diverse roster, hurrah!

In short it's a lot of fun and I'm glad I spent money on this and not a cheeseburger.. need some more weapons. damn!!! This
looked so cool,. I'm sure people that can play it LOVE IT,. I wish I could!
 I'm using Samsung Odyssey controllers, they can hold for 3 fires, with a ton of random flailing, but definately not for four,. I
hope some day this gets updated, (and maybe able to SKIP the tutorial if you get stuck!). 10\/10 would dance on top of Jason
again.. i have chickens so i had to get this game and for .49 cents i was not disipointed. I really like this little DMU, so usefull
over those lesser populated routes.. Great game! Saw it in TB's video and immediately bought it.
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ITS VERY NICE SIMPLE BEAUTIFUL GAME.... I LIKE IT
AND I WANT TO INSTALL VIDEO ABOUT IT ON MY YOUTUBE CHANNEL I HAD 600 SUB I AM NEW ON
YOUTUBE
SO..... CMYW ARE U ACCEPT??. I am so disappointed in this game and it is all because of the achievements! First of all no
steam achievements (just in-game), second of all I know I spent many hours getting all the achievements yet it did not give me
the achievement for "reading each note at least once." I have been through the journal multiple times and the achievement never
popped. So I thought well I will just go back into the bonus chapter and re-read each page. NOPE! You CANNOT replay either
the main game nor any of the bonus\/hidden chapters under the same profile. You have to start a new profile to replay the game.
That means you have to redo EVERY achievement just to get the one thing you missed.

What I usually like about mad-head games is that they give you the opportunity to replay the HOGs and find all the morphing
objects after you have completed the game. Unfortunately, they don't give you access to the journal to read all of that after the
game nor do they allow you to re-play the game.

As to the story line and the HOPs and Puzzles, it was "Ok." A lot of the puzzles were kind of silly and didn't take much thought.
The HOPs were plentiful and challenging, but several of them were just a lot of twigs or flowers that you had to count the petals
or leaves\/stems to find the correct objects. Not my idea of fun. The story felt jumbled and not that rich. I did enjoy the "hidden
chapters" as they were just short little puzzles that were kind of fun.

So from now on, no more MadHead games for me unless they come with STEAM achievements. Wouldn't take much for them
to add them.
I don't recommend the game just for that reason.. i need help with my heroes of the west mod because every time i join a server
its say connection to the host lost can someone help me with this
. Very good game. Please update more predators, like crocodiles, snakes and more. and please add a watch. Guns! Anime
girlies! Loud music! Bouncing boobies! This is truly 'cheap thrills', in the best way! Look at the screenshots; says it all really.
Bargain.. Good game. But watch out: enemies are convex!. The soundeffects are a little repetive and the tone is slitghtly
inconsistent from grave seriousness and cutesy light heartedness. But its a fascinating cyberpunk world we're invited too and its
fascinating seeing the plethora of colourfull characters!
 Plus some of the best robot fiction I've seen since first time I read Asimov, a lot of interesting discussions about identity as both
a performance and as something inherent. Sadly, all the dialog and the framing kind of makes it feel more like a Vitual Novel
than a adventure game, wich isn't completly a bad thing either if you're into those.
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